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Abstract— Magnetic losses in a ferromagnetic lamination can1

be separated into three contributions. Bertotti theoretically2

assessed this distribution at the end of the twentieth century3

in the statistical theory of losses (STLs), triggering significant4

progress in understanding the dissipation mechanisms. Recent5

studies have shown the possibility of reconstructing a hysteresis6

cycle from the high-frequency Barkhausen noise signal. Applying7

STL to the Barkhausen noise cycles has never been done before.8

Still, it could help establish a parallel with the measurement9

of the magnetization cycle versus frequency and the energy10

loss. However, STL analysis in its ultimate description requires11

sinusoidal flux density, while Barkhausen noise measurements are12

usually done with a constant excitation slope. Multiple magnetic13

flux density control methods were described in the literature14

and are reviewed in this article. However, the Barkhausen15

noise context, requiring high-frequency sampling during the16

magnetization cycle, is more constraining. Therefore, specific17

performance criteria were considered, followed by numerical18

tests to determine the most adapted method to a Barkhausen19

STL description. Eventually, the proportional iterative learning20

control (P-ILC) gave the highest satisfaction rate and was chosen21

for experimental tests. Some of these experimental results are22

provided in this article discussion together with suggestions for23

convergence speed improvement. It is, for instance, recommended24

to increase the gain near saturation, where the system response25

is poor.26

Index Terms— Feedback, flux density, magnetic Barkhausen27

noise energy, magnetic losses, waveform control.28

I. INTRODUCTION29

MAGNETIC cores are omnipresent in electrical energy30

conversion and transport. Losses inevitably happen31

while magnetic cores operate and are a significant cause32

of inefficiency. During one magnetization cycle, these losses33
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are equivalent to the area of the Ba(Hsurf) hysteresis cycle 34

obtained by plotting the flux density Ba averaged through 35

the tested specimen cross section as a function of the tangent 36

surface excitation field Hsurf [1] 37

P =
∮

Ba(Hsurf)·dHsurf . (1) 38

The first attempts for the hysteresis losses prediction trace 39

back to Steinmetz’s model [(2)] [2], [3]. This empirical relation 40

was limited to sinusoidal Ba conditions and stated that iron 41

losses followed a fractional power “law” of both frequency f 42

and Bamax (peak value of sinusoidal Ba) 43

P = k · f a · Bb
amax

(2) 44

where k, a, and b are the three constant parameters depending 45

on the nature and geometry of the magnetic circuit. Loss sep- 46

aration was initially proposed in 1924 with Jordan’s work [4], 47

who assumed that magnetic core losses could be divided [(3)] 48

into a static contribution Pst and a dynamic contribution related 49

to classical eddy current loss Pcl [4], [5], [6] 50

P = Pst + Pcl = α · f + β· f 2 (3) 51

where α and β are the fit parameters. This simple approach 52

was later improved by adding an excess loss term to match 53

the experimental data, wrongly approximated by (3) (grain- 54

oriented electrical steels FeSi GO [7]). Initially, the physical 55

justification for the additional contribution was unknown, and 56

it was even referred to as “anomalous” loss. It was obtained 57

by either modifying β or simply adding a third contribution 58

or “excess” loss (Pexc) [8] 59

P = Pst + Pcl + Pexc. (4) 60

This empirical method found theoretical foundations from 61

Bertotti’s Statistical Theory of Losses (STLs) [9], expressed 62

in terms of power in (5) or energy in (6) (ast, acl, and aexc are 63

the fitting parameters) 64

P = ast f + acl f 2 + aexc f
3
2 (5) 65

W ( f ) = P

f
= ast + acl f + aexc

√
f . (6) 66

STL is an advanced theoretical method that brought signifi- 67

cant progress in understanding the magnetization mechanisms 68

[10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. It is, however, worth 69

mentioning that supposes a full flux penetration which restricts 70

its domain of validity to approximately 100 Hz for a typical 71

FeSi GO (thickness = 300 μm). 72
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Recent works [17], [18], [19] have demonstrated the fea-73

sibility of plotting hysteresis cycles from Barkhausen noise74

measurement. For this, the so-called magnetic Barkhausen75

noise energy MBNenergy [(7)] is plotted as a function of Hsurf76

MBNenergy(t)= ν·
∫ t

0
sign

(
dHsurf

ds

)
·V 2

MBN(s) · ds (7)77

where ν is a normalization coefficient and VMBN is the78

magnetic Barkhausen noise voltage drop across the sensor79

coil. Compared with the classic Ba(Hsurf), MBNenergy(Hsurf)80

hysteresis cycles depend on the excitation frequency and,81

thus, reflect physical properties. It is, therefore, tempting82

to apply STL to these alternative cycles and get additional83

insights regarding the physics of the magnetization mecha-84

nisms. MBNenergy is linked predominantly to the magnetic85

domain wall motions; thus, in the MBNenergy STL, the classical86

loss contribution, related to the macroscopic eddy currents and87

first-order-frequency-dependent, should be negligible. Hence,88

the frequency dependency of the MBNenergy hysteresis cycle89

energy is expected to be written as in the following equation:90

WMBNenergy( f ) = bst + bexc · √ f (8)91

with bst and bexc are the two constants. Equation (8) is purely92

hypothetical and has never been validated by comparison to93

experimental results. By increasing the magnetization fre-94

quency, the available frequency band of the MBN spectral95

density is expected to shift upward. Still, this effect remains96

unclear and the comparison with STL is expected to bring clar-97

ification. Even if STL was originally developed, for the sake of98

simplicity, by assuming that the magnetization process occurs99

under controlled macroscopic constant induction derivative100

(triangular induction), the ensuing formulation was succes-101

sively modified to comply with sinusoidal and generic induc-102

tion waveform. Equation (6) supposes this condition to be103

respected [15]. In the case of Barkhausen noise measurements,104

either the excitation current or the magnetic excitation Hsurf105

is usually imposed triangular [21], [22] and measurements106

are rarely done under sinusoidal flux density. Ba(Hsurf) and107

MBNenergy(Hsurf) can be obtained from the same experimental108

setup. Therefore, a suitable method for the flux density control109

during Barkhausen noise measurement can be inspired by110

published work related to standard hysteresis characterizations111

[23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30]. Still, additional112

constraints owed to Barkhausen noise measurement have to be113

considered before setting the most adapted method. A mag-114

netic characterization setup contains two nonlinear elements.115

(The inductor yoke used to drive the magnetic field Hsurf116

and the tested sample.) Analytical solutions are sometimes117

proposed for setting the induction control system. Still, the118

effect of hysteresis and the to-be-measured properties of the119

specimen make them approximative; hence, iterative methods120

prevail. The focus of this article is to examine a wide range121

of digital feedback methods found in the literature to assure122

a sinusoidal flux density during hysteresis measurements and123

select the most appropriate one for the specific context of the124

Barkhausen noise STL application. Comparisons exist in [31],125

but they are limited to two or three methods and never deal126

with the specific Barkhausen noise perspective. The study is127

restricted to digital feedback methods [24], [25], [26], [27], 128

[28], [29], [30]. Even if widespread before the proliferation 129

of computers, the analog feedback methods [30], [32], [33] 130

are poorly tunable and less robust since they rely on discrete 131

components whose values can be challenging to set, especially 132

if heated. Analog systems work in real time. Perturbations 133

cannot be anticipated, and high precisions cannot be reached 134

on a wide range of frequencies and materials. Other problems 135

can arise if the system is strongly nonlinear and has unstable 136

feedback [20]. It should also be noted that high-gain high- 137

bandwidth analog (real time) feedback can suppress large- 138

amplitude Barkhausen noise activity [1], [20]. For the same 139

reasons, this article will not consider hybrid methods (obtained 140

by combining digital and analog feedback methods [34], [35]). 141

II. REVIEW OF ITERATIVE FEEDBACK METHODS 142

A. Performance Criteria 143

This study aims to define and test the most efficient 144

magnetic flux density control method in the context of the 145

MBNenergy hysteresis cycle characterization and STL applica- 146

tion [21], [22], [36]. To obtain adapted comparisons and reach 147

our objective, a specific series of criteria has been defined as 148

follows. 149

1) Number of Iterations: a reduced number of iterations is 150

important, especially in the low-frequency range where 151

a measure can take several minutes and generate large 152

data files complex to process. It is also critical in the 153

high-frequency range, where thermal transfers due to the 154

magnetic losses can affect the experimental conditions 155

and the magnetic response of the material. 156

2) Accuracy: Convergence should be reached with a min- 157

imum error. Error estimations can take different forms, 158

including relative Euclidean difference, form factor 159

difference, Pearson dissimilarity, and total harmonic 160

distortion. 161

3) Number of Parameters: Feedback control parameters 162

must be tuned for each new experimental situation. 163

Optimizing a large number of parameters requires a lot 164

of experimental data. 165

4) Robustness: The feedback method should remain undis- 166

turbed by external stimuli, including white noises, drifts, 167

and offsets. 168

5) Memory Allocation and Computation Time Efficiency: 169

The ideal feedback method computes an iteration with 170

reduced time and limited memory capacity. This cri- 171

terion is especially detrimental to techniques based 172

on square matrix inversion requiring high computation 173

capacity and large memory allocation. 174

6) Universality: This criterion is related to the capability of 175

providing satisfactory results in different experimental 176

conditions without extensive calibrations processes. 177

A feedback method providing a positive answer to all the 178

criteria listed above does not exist. Many approaches have 179

been described in [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], and [27], 180

and each technique can perform well in specific conditions. 181

This study aims to compare these methods to find the most 182
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Fig. 1. Feedback structure.

suitable feedback technique in the particular context of the183

MBNenergy(Hsurf) hysteresis cycles characterization.184

B. Detailed Description of Iterative Feedback Methods185

Let us introduce the feedback notation and a general feed-186

back scheme (Fig. 1).187

1) YG(t) is the reference, i.e., the ideal desired goal output188

(at time t).189

2) yM(t , j) is the measured output of iteration j (at time t).190

3) �(t, j) = yG(t) − yM(t , j) is the error of j th iteration191

(at time t).192

4) x(t , j) is the system input of j th iteration (at time t).193

1) Iterative Learning Control: A straightforward iterative194

method for the control of a nonlinear system can be derived195

from the classical real-time proportional integral deriva-196

tive (PID) technique197

x(t) = K P · �(t)+ KI ·
∫ t

0
�(s)ds + KD ·d�

dt
(9)198

with K p, KI , and KD are the proportional, integral, and deriv-199

ative gains, respectively. The iterative PID method has been200

described by several authors, including Gruebler et al. [37],201

and consists in202

x(t, j + 1) = x(t, j)+�x(t, j) (10)203

�x(t, j) = K P · �(t, j)+ KI ·
∫ t

0
�(s, j)ds + KD ·d�

dt
(t, j).204

(11)205

In their simplest form (proportional correction only),206

the above equations can be simplified, which leads207

to the proportional-iterative learning control formulation208

(P-ILC) [37]209

x(t, j + 1) = x(t, j)+ K P · �(t, j). (12)210

The phase-lead iterative learning control (ILC) method is211

similar to P-ILC but involves the addition of a constant delay212

τ in the error term [38], [39]213

x(t, j + 1) = x(t, j)+ K P · �(t + τ, j). (13)214

P-ILC is simple; the inputs are reduced to �(t , j), and215

parameters to K p. Its implementation is very straightforward,216

and, like classic PID, it can be very robust with the right choice217

of K p. However, the choice between high gain/fast conver-218

gence and small gain/no divergence makes the optimization219

tricky, typically ending with a slower convergence speed at220

the benefit of better robustness.221

2) Fourier Series Proportional-Iterative Learning Control: 222

Switching from the time domain to the frequency domain can 223

be highly beneficial by simplifying mathematical operations. 224

The Fourier transform being linear, the following equations 225

become (15): 226

x(t, j + 1) = x(t, j)+ K P · [yG(t)− yM(t, j)] (14) 227

X( f, j + 1) = X( f, j)+ K P · [YG( f )− YM( f, j)] (15) 228

where X ( f , j) is the Fourier transform of x(t , j). Fourier 229

transforms lead to complex numbers, and Fourier series 230

proportional-iterative learning control (FSP-ILC) works with 231

complex number formalism. While Fourier distribution itera- 232

tive learning control (FDP-ILC) would apply (15) to the whole 233

frequency spectrum, FSP-ILC is limited only to the excitation 234

frequency’s multiples ( fexc) and can even be reduced to 235

those of substantial contribution. The following equation gives 236

FSP-ILC equation when k ∈ [1 −M] 237

X(k · fexc, j + 1) = X(k · fexc, j) 238

+ K P · [YG(k· fexc)− YM (k· fexc, j)]. 239

(16) 240

FSP-ILC performance is relatively close to those of P-ILC. 241

The main advantage of the former is its ability to ignore all the 242

high-frequency components (>Mfexc), including white noise 243

and power source oscillations, especially when fexc is low. 244

Its main drawback is the two Fourier transforms and the sum 245

of complex numbers required per iteration, slowing down the 246

control speed and inducing limitations in the low-frequency 247

range. The computation time can be reduced significantly 248

if a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is employed, but with 249

the additional restriction that the number of samples in the 250

waveform becomes a power of 2. 251

3) Phase Correction by Determination of Measure-Goal 252

Delay: P-ILC performances depend on the power supply 253

dynamic response and capability to generate x without unde- 254

sired phase lag. A phase correction is sometimes needed to 255

increase the feedback performance. For this, several methods 256

have been proposed, including phase correction by determina- 257

tion of measure-goal delay (PhC-MGD), a technique described 258

by Stupakov et al. [21]. In this method, a preliminary step 259

increases x until yM reaches the required amplitude. This 260

operation is achieved by a P-ILC correction of gain modulated 261

by yM’s amplitude identified at the previous stage [(17)] 262

x(t, j + 1) = x(t, j) ·
{

1 + K P ·[max(yG)− max (yM( j))]

max(x( j))

}
. 263

(17) 264

Once yM reaches the required threshold, x is recalculated 265

through a sum of two weighted contributions (Gph is the 266

weight), the corrected phase contribution xph and the corrected 267

amplitude contribution xampl 268

x(t, j + 1) = Gph · xph(t, j + 1)+ (
1 − Gph

)·xampl(t, j + 1) 269

(18) 270

where xph is calculated as follows. 271
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Fig. 2. PhC-MGD delay illustration.

1) The measure is normalized according to the targeted272

waveform273

yM = yM · max(yG).

max(yM)
. (19)274

1) The resulting signal is divided into sections where the275

targeted waveform is monotonic.276

2) The delay ø(t) (see Fig. 2) between the targeted wave-277

form and the measurement is estimated.278

3) ø(t) is applied simultaneously to yM and x and leads to279

the delayed versions yreq and xph280

281 {
xph(t, j + 1) = x(t+ø(t), j)

yreq(t, j + 1) = yM(t+ø(t), j).
(20)282

Xampl is obtained from a P-ILC method of yreq targeted283

waveform instead of the usual yG284

xampl(t, j + 1) = x(t, j)+ K P · [yreq(t, j)− yM(t, j)
]
. (21)285

In [21], Gph has a nonzero value exclusively in the high-286

frequency range when phase shift exists. The main drawback287

of PhC-MGD is the normalization step, which flattens the288

measurement signal in the presence of undesired noise peaks289

and makes the phase delay estimation complicated. This noise290

issue has been solved partially in [21] by taking 1000 points291

per cycle, interpolating Hsurf with a cubic spline, and smooth-292

ing Ba with a numerical filter.293

4) Phase Correction by P-ILC on Angles (PhC-P-ILC):294

In 2005, Zurek et al. [40] proposed a correction method295

described as the combination of two steps.296

1) An amplitude correction leading to x∗ (an intermediary297

variable) and assimilated to a P-ILC of effective gain inversely298

proportional to yM amplitude299

X∗(t, j + 1) = x(t, j)+ K P
�(t, j)

max(yM( j))
(22)300

x∗(t, j + 1) = x(t, j)301

+ K P

max(yM( j))
[yG(t)− yM(t, j)].302

(23)303

2) A phase correction applied through a phase delay 304

function F 305

x(t, j + 1) = F[x∗(t, j + 1)]. (24) 306

During this phase correction, every involved quantity is 307

expressed by its Fourier series [(25)–(28)] 308

yM(t, j) = a0 +
M∑

k=1

ak( j) sin[2πk f1t + φk( j)] (25) 309

yG(t) = b0 +
M∑

k=1

bk sin[2πk f1t + ψk] (26) 310

x∗(t, j) = c0 +
M∑

k=1

ck( j) sin[2πk f1t + θk( j)] (27) 311

I (t, j) = d0 +
M∑

k=1

dk( j)sin[2πk f1t + βk( j)] (28) 312

where M is the number of considered harmonics, f1 is the 313

targeted waveform frequency, ai , bi , ci , and di are the Fourier 314

amplitudes, and I is the output current. I and x are linked 315

through (29). They are identical if the source is an ideal unity 316

gain amplifier (Gsource = 1) 317

I (t, j) = Gsource(s) · x(t, j). (29) 318

øi , ψi , θi , and βi are the Fourier phase lags associated with 319

ai , bi , ci , and di , respectively. With this formalism 320

x(t, j + 1) = F[x∗(t, j + 1)] 321

=
M∑

k=0

ck( j + 1) · sin[2πk f1t + θk( j + 1)+ αk( j + 1)] 322

(30) 323

and 324

αk( j + 1) = αk( j)+ Kα · (ψk − βk(j)) (31) 325

where αk is the kth harmonic applied phase lag, and Kα a 326

proportional gain. PhC-P-ILC reduces the influence of the 327

power source but works in the Fourier domain, which means 328

time-consuming direct and inverse transformations (especially 329

when the number of considered data points is large). The 330

implementation is complex compared with P-ILC. 331

5) Nonlinear Correction With a Quasi-Newtonian Method: 332

In 2008, Yamamoto and Hanba [41] described the quasi- 333

Newtonian method (QNM), a nonlinear iterative control 334

method derived from the BFGS-like technique published 335

by Li and Fukushima [42], a few years before. The 336

Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm can be 337

described as a line search optimization method, and Li’s 338

method is the derivative-free version of this algorithm. 339

At each iteration, several variables need to be evaluated: 340

an N · Hessian matrix B j (where N is the size of vector x), 341

yM , yG , and �M 342

�M(t, j) = f [x(t, j)]. (32) 343

B0 (initialization at j = 0) is defined as an identity matrix, 344

and f is a function to minimize. For each iteration j , the 345

following algorithm is run. 346
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1) The search direction p j is found by solving347

B j−1 · p j = −�M j−1 . (33)348

2) The step-size α j is set to 1, and a new measure is made349

with350

xtemp = x j−1 + α j · p j (34)351

which leads to obtaining yMtemp and �temp.352

3) If the error is not small enough (��Mtemp�> ρ·��M j−1� −353

σ2·�p j�2), the previous step is repeated, but α j is contracted354

by a factor β ∈ [0–1]355

α j = β · α j. (35)356

This step is repeated until (��Mtemp �> (1+η j )·��M j−1�−σ1 ·357

�α j · p j�2).358

4) B j is updated according to the following equation:359

B j = B j−1 + θ j ·
(
�temp − � j−1

)−B j−1·
(
xtemp − x j−1

)
��temp − � j−1�2

360

·(xtemp − x j−1
)T

(36)361

where θ j is set to ensure B j is not singular.362

6) x j and y j are set from the temporary variables: x j =363

xtempandy j = ytemp.364

QNM differs from [42] by a different initialization of α j365

α j = 1

1 + �� j−1� . (37)366

QNM converges faster than P-ILC, especially near satura-367

tion, where P-ILC requires hundreds of iterations. However,368

QNM suffers from several weaknesses, including the excessive369

number of parameters: the fixed parameters ρ, β, θ̄ , σ1, and σ2,370

and the variable ones such as η and θ modified for every371

iteration372

+∞∑
k=0

η j < η< ∞ (38)373

|θ j−1 − 1| < �θ. (39)374

Another drawback is the computationally expensive inver-375

sion of square matrix. Convergence speed is also impacted by376

the multiple measurements needed per iteration. Hence, QNM377

is inadequate in the very-low-frequency range.378

6) Least-Square Method for a Hsurf(Ba) Polynomial Identi-379

fication: In 2011, Anderson [43] proposed the least-square380

method for a Hsurf(Ba) polynomial identification (LSM-PI),381

an alternative iterative method that can be summarized as382

follows.383

1) Like in PhC-MGD, the dataset yM is divided into384

monotonic sections, and an offset is applied to obtain x(yM =385

0) = 0 for each section.386

2) X (yM) is defined for every section and approximated by387

a high-order polynomial (up to the order of 30 in [40])388

x(yM) ≈
∑30

i=1
ai ·yi

M(t). (40)389

3) ai coefficients are determined with a least-squares390

method, and a phase term is considered for the hysteretic391

behavior.392

4) x is calculated from (40) by replacing yM by yG [(41)] 393

x(t) =
30∑

i=1

ai · yi
G(t). (41) 394

This method converges with a minimal number of iterations 395

(just three as claimed in [43]), but its performance relies 396

heavily on the order of the polynomial function. Many oscil- 397

lation issues are noticed. [Especially near saturation, where 398

the magnetic permeability μ is low, but the Hsurf(Ba) slope 399

is high.] The least-squares optimization is computationally 400

expensive, especially if many sampling points are considered. 401

This problem can be lessened by expressing Hsurf(Ba) in a 402

different orthonormal system. Moreover, this method assumes 403

that Hsurf(Ba) is bijective, which is not the case if the 404

maxima of Hsurf and Ba are not simultaneous (as it is in 405

the high-frequency range). In that case, a phase delay must 406

be considered to avoid wrong results from the least-square 407

optimization. 408

7) Other Methods: It is not possible to provide an exhaus- 409

tive list of all feedback methods and their modifications 410

described in the scientific and technical literature. The main 411

techniques introduced in the sections above have been numer- 412

ically implemented and tested in this study. They have been 413

chosen for their singularities and originalities, but more meth- 414

ods exist, and even if neither detailed nor tested, they are worth 415

mentioning in this article. 416

1) In 2016, Zhang et al. [44] described a proportional 417

corrector, working in the frequency domain and in which both 418

magnitudes and phases are corrected. For every harmonic, the 419

correction can be written as 420

Xmag = K Pmag · [
YGmag − YMmag

] + KImag ·
∫ (

YGmag − YGmag

)
dt 421

(42) 422

Xph = K Pph · [YGph − YMph

] + KIph ·
∫ (

YGph − YMph

)
dt . 423

(43) 424

Then, x(t , j+ 1) is written as a Fourier series thanks to 425

the Xmag and Xph coefficients. This method shares the same 426

strengths and weaknesses as FSP-ILC but is also very sensitive 427

to the nonlinear behavior of the ferromagnetic sample. In [44], 428

this issue is solved by correcting the calculated phases based 429

on a lookup table. Unfortunately, no details are provided about 430

the method for constructing such a lookup table. 431

2) White et al. [45] use a proportional derivative PD-ILC 432

method to control the excitation current I (assuming that Hsurf 433

is proportional to I and the resistances and inductances values 434

are perfectly known). Good results are obtained, but compared 435

with P-ILC, the implementation is complex and requires 436

detailed knowledge of the experimental conditions and their 437

evolution during the test, which is not trivial considering that 438

the inductance varies significantly with the level of excitation. 439

3) Bosack et al. [46] start from Jiles–Atherton’s model and 440

assume the magnetization M can be written as 441

dM

dt
= g(Hsurf,M, t) + f (Hsurf,M,u) (44) 442
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where f and g are the two known functions, and u is a control443

variable, defined by444

dHsurf

dt
= dH0

dt
+ dHc

dt
= dH0

dt
+ u (45)445

where H0 is the ambient field excitation, and Hc is the446

corrected contribution. The resolution of the system gives447

u= −dH0

dt
− K P · f (M) · z

(
M − Mgoal

)
. (46)448

Equation (46) looks like a K p proportional correction.449

No details about the practical implementation are given in [46],450

except the use of a real-time PID corrector. The estimations of451

f and g rely on identification steps, and calibration must be452

made each time the whole system changes, which can be time-453

consuming, especially if recalibration is to be applied at each454

new measurement frequency. Finally, nonlinear algorithms455

have also been described in contexts unrelated to magnetic456

waveform control (electrohydraulic molding machine in [47]457

or lithographic apparatus in [48]). Like QNM, these methods458

require matrices inversion, limiting the experimental sam-459

pling rate and leading to feedback control incompatible with460

MBNenergy characterizations.461

C. Required Precision Criterion462

All the methods described in this section have been devel-463

oped to comply with international magnetic characterization464

standards, and different criteria have been proposed for their465

validation. It is worth noting that some of these criteria apply466

to the time derivative z of the targeted waveform x .467

These criteria include the following.468

1) The relative Euclidean difference is469

dred(x, y) =
√∫

[x(t)− y(t)]2dt∫
x(t)2dt

. (47)470

2) The form factor (applied only to z. It is worth noting471

that z criteria are particularly difficult to meet, as any minor472

distortion in x gets amplified due to the derivative) is473

FFD
(
z, y �) = ∣∣FF(z)−FF

(
y �)∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ RMS(z)

AVG(|z|) − RMS(y �)
AVG(|y �|)

∣∣∣∣.474

(48)475

3) The Pearson coefficient is476

dpearson(x, y)477

=
∫

[y(t)−AVG(y)][x(t)−AVG(x)]dt√∫
[y(t)−AVG(y)]2dt

∫
[x(t)−AVG(x)]2dt

.478

(49)479

4) The total harmonic distortion (applied only to z) is480

THD(z) =
√∑+∞

k=2 z2
k

z
. (50)481

5) The amplitude error is482

AE(x, y) = (xmax − xmin)− (ymax−ymin)

xmax − xmin
. (51)483

TABLE I

ACCURACY CRITERIA OF THE METHODS DESCRIBED IN THIS SECTION

Table I provides the target values as applied in the litera- 484

ture. Even if different waveforms can have the same form 485

factor [20], [41], the IEEE standards recommend the use of 486

this criterion for the magnetic hysteresis and losses charac- 487

terization [49], [50]. It is unsurprising to find it applied in 488

many studies. For the MBNenergy characterization, we found it 489

relevant to apply the following criteria. 490

1) Relative Euclidean difference < 0.5%. 491

2) z form factor = Fgoal ± 0.5%. 492

3) Pearson coefficient > 1–3 × 10−5. 493

4) z THD < 0.5%. 494

III. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 495

In our quest toward the “best” iterative method for 496

MBNenergy hysteresis cycles, characterization, and STL appli- 497

cation, all the techniques described in Section II have been 498

numerically implemented using MATLAB1. A sigmoid-type 499

anhysteretic behavior [(52)] has been used to simulate the 500

material’s answer 501

yM(t, j) = f [x(t, j)] = 2

π
arctan[x(t, j)]. (52) 502

Equation (52) is convenient as saturation is taken into 503

account, and xG can be expressed analytically 504

xG(t) = tan
(π

2
yG(t)

)
. (53) 505

The objective is to find xG leading to a sinusoidal yG . 506

A preliminary test consists in plotting the spectral content of 507

xG as a function of yG amplitude (Fig. 3). 508

When yG amplitude is large, high amplitude harmonics 509

are generated, triggering issues if the power source dynamic 510

performance is limited. Waveform control is easier at low 511

amplitude (no saturation and quasi-linear material behavior). 512

THD of xG can reach 0% at very low amplitudes, and it, 513

however, increases up to 18% at 0.75· max(yG) and even 51% 514

at 0.95· max(yG). THD values exceeding 100% are possible 515

if no control is applied [20], and this is expected to occur for 516

even deeper saturation. No noise has been considered in all the 517

following tests. The power amplifier is supposed to be ideal 518

(infinite bandwidth), with perfect impedance matching. The 519

sampling frequency has been reduced to 500 Hz to limit the 520

memory allocation and reach convergence even with QNM. 521

1Registered trademark.
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Fig. 3. xG harmonic content versus yG amplitude.

TABLE II

SHALLOW SATURATION SIMULATION PARAMETERS

A. Shallow Saturation522

The tested methods are first compared in a shallow satura-523

tion case524

yG(t) = 0.75 sin (2π t). (54)525

The simulations are stopped when the relative Euclidean526

difference or the form factor difference falls below 10−10. The527

maximum iteration number is set to 600. On the one hand,528

such low error is only achievable in simulation; experimental529

conditions are affected by white noise and drifts. On the530

other hand, such high accuracy allows testing the methods531

with yM extremely close to yG . Table II gives the simulation532

parameters, and Fig. 4 shows the simulation results.533

Convergence is obtained for all the methods tested. LSM-PI534

and PhC-MGD are the fastest, with approximately ten itera-535

tions. Still, for both these methods, the amplitude correction536

step requires a lot of intermediary measurements, which can537

be problematic in the low-frequency range. QNM converges538

after 40 iterations but needs long calculation times. P-ILC539

follows with around 60 iterations and minimal calculation540

times. Finally, FSP-ILC converges after almost 180 iterations.541

It is worth noting the residual error on P-ILC and FSP-ILC542

inherent to those methods and impossible to remove. Table III543

concludes this first set of tests by comparing the methods based544

on the criteria described in Section II-A:545

Table III “calculation time” only considers the waveform546

identification computation time, i.e., it does not include addi-547

tional times associated with virtual measurement simulation548

Fig. 4. Relative Euclidean and form factor differences for the shallow
saturation test.

TABLE III

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR THE SHALLOW SATURATION TEST

(equivalent to the measurement time in the experimental 549

setup). 550

B. Deep Saturation 551

In the next test, the iteration methods are tested closer to 552

a fully saturated configuration, where larger nonlinearity is 553

present 554

yG(t) = 0.95 sin (2π t). (55) 555

The maximum iteration number is raised to 1500 since 556

overall convergence is slower in this case. Fig. 5 shows 557

the simulation results, and Table. IV lists the simulation 558

parameters. 559

Again, QNM and PhC-MGD show the fastest convergence 560

speed. PhC-P-ILC is also very fast, outclassing QNM and 561
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TABLE IV

DEEP SATURATION SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 5. Relative Euclidean and form factor differences for the deep saturation
test.

exhibiting temporary convergence errors. P-ILC converges562

slowly for this test, but unlike PhC-P-ILC, it never gets stuck563

on a precision plateau. Table V lists the comparison of the564

performances. The precision criterion is set to <10−7.565

A high number of iterations limits LSM-PI and PhC-MGD566

performances. QNM’s iteration number is lower, but each567

requires a significant calculation time. The PhC-P-ILC method568

converges with a reduced number of iterations, eight times569

lower than P-ILC, but the calculation time for the latter is570

extremely short.571

C. Overall Simulation Results572

Table VI compiles the comparisons based on the perfor-573

mance criteria defined in Section II-A.574

TABLE V

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR THE DEEP SATURATION TEST

TABLE VI

PERFORMANCES COMPARISON BASED ON THE PERFORMANCE

CRITERIA DEFINED IN SECTION II-A

MBNenergy measurements require high sampling frequency, 575

up to several hundreds of kilohertz, and long-time measure- 576

ments leading to huge memory size for numerical feedback 577

variables. Methods that rely on matrix inversions like QNM 578

or parameter optimization like LSM-PI are unsuitable. This 579

issue can be partially solved by downsampling the signals, 580

applying correction, and upsampling the resulting waveforms 581

by interpolation (PhC-MGD [21]). However, it means com- 582

plexity and uncertainty in the measurement treatment. White 583

noise’s consequence on the working signals is another issue 584

to consider. Methods like PhC-MGD require an intense aver- 585

aging process to reach convergence which means extended 586

time acquisition (several cycles) or a sliding window filter. 587

These treatments bring complexity in the signal processing 588

and potentially additional phase delays. Since Ba is obtained 589

by integrating a noisy signal, a drift is always expected. 590

Such a drift can be problematic on methods that normalize 591

signals or expect yM to have a specific amplitude (PhC- 592

MGD and LSM-PI). A pretreatment of Ba is required to reach 593

convergence. Oppositely, P-ILC does not require a perfect drift 594

compensation to reach convergence. After all the numerical 595

tests performed in this study, and based on Table VI analysis, 596

P-ILC appears to be the most adapted method in the context 597

of the MBNenergy(Hsurf) hysteresis cycles characterization. 598

In Section IV, improvements are proposed for even better and 599

faster convergence. 600

IV. P-ILC EXTENSIONS 601

P-ILC is an excellent method for magnetization control 602

digital feedback. P-ILC is simple to implement and tune. It is 603
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robust and fast. Its only limitation comes from the convergence604

speed, especially near saturation when the permeability falls605

and where a weak variation of Hsurf generates an even lower606

variation of Ba . This problem can be partially solved by607

increasing the proportional gain, but the response will diverge608

in the high permeability zones. A better solution consists in609

modulating K p according to the system answer610

x(t, j + 1) = x(t, j)+ K P (t, j)�(t, j). (56)611

This method requires additional parameters and should612

be considered with special attention. It can be implemented613

from an error array based on the two previous iterations614

(P-ILC-2 [51]) and give the following equation:615

x(t, j + 2) = x(t, j + 1)+ K P1�(t, j + 1)+ K P2�(t, j).616

(57)617

The resulting error becomes a weighted sum of j + 1 and j618

errors iterations. A generalized version (P-ILC-N) considering619

all the previous state N can even be written by extending (57)620

x(t, j + N) = x(t, j + N − 1)+
∑N

q=1
K Pq�(t, j + N − q).621

(58)622

P-ILC-N convergence is faster. It is also more robust than623

standard P-ILC [51]. However, a minimum of N measurements624

are necessary for the corrector to be fully working. All625

K Pq coefficients need to be optimized individually, which626

can be complex and demanding in experimental data. Hence,627

N should be kept as small as possible unless a reliable model628

is available for simulation. Another possibility consists of629

structuring the P-ILC iterative law as a Taylor approximation.630

(Assuming x is a y smooth function.)631

x(yG) = x(yM)+ A(yM)(yG − yM). (59)632

If x(t , j+ 1) = xG(t), higher orders Taylor approximation633

gives P-ILC-TA, as given in the following equation:634

x(t, j + 1) = x(t, j)+
N∑

s=1

K Ps�(t, j)s . (60)635

It is also possible to replace A in (59) with its optimal value,636

as obtained by the Taylor’s approximation (P-ILC-TD)637

x(yG) = x(yM)+ dx

dy
(yM)(yG − yM)⇒dx

dy
= 1

dy
dx

∝ 1

μ
638

(61)639

⇒ K P (t, j) = dx

dyM
(t, j). (62)640

P-ILC-TD can reach high-speed convergence rates.641

K p being inversely proportional to the system reactivity, the642

correction will be significant when dyM /dx is small. However,643

relying on derivatives, P-ILC-TD requires exact measurement,644

no noise, delays, or bandwidth limitations. Otherwise, this645

method diverges very quickly. Finally, the deep saturation test646

(Section III-B) was repeated, and all P-ILC new variants were647

tested. Fig. 6 shows the simulation results, and Table VII648

shows the corresponding iteration numbers.649

TABLE VII

COMPARATIVE RESULTS BASED ON THE ITERATION NUMBER BEFORE
CONVERGENCE

Fig. 6. Relative Euclidean differences and deep saturation test for the
different P-ILC methods.

Fig. 7. Overall 2-D view of the Barkhausen noise experimental setup.

All alternative methods converge faster than P-ILC. 650

P-ILC-TD outclasses all the proposed methods. An iterative 651

process close to P-ILC-TD robust enough to handle white 652

noise would be by far the most indicated method. 653

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND IMPLEMENTATION 654

The experimental setup used for the Barkhausen noise 655

characterization has been precisely described in [19]. The exci- 656

tation of the sample is based on single C-yoke with the 657

magnetizing winding, and with the sensors attached to the 658

sample under test. An overall 2-D view of this experimental 659

setup is depicted in Fig. 7. 660

The power amplifier was a Kepco BOP100-10MG. The 661

excitation coil was made out of 10 turns. The studied speci- 662

mens were all grain-oriented electrical steels (FeSi GO 3wt%, 663

M140-27). Their dimensions were 280 × 30 × 0.3 mm3, 664

with the length in the easy magnetization direction. Two 665

120 turns’ coils were wound around the specimen and plugged 666

in opposite directions as recommended in [52]. The distance 667

separating the sensor coils was set arbitrarily to 10 mm, 668
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Fig. 8. (a) I (t) experimental waveforms. (b) Ba(t) experimental waveforms.

as used in the previous work [19], [53], [54] by the authors.669

The influence of this distance has not been investigated in670

detail. Two Krohn-Hite 3362 amplifiers-filters were used for671

the signal conditioning and a National Instruments DAQ USB-672

6346 acquisition card, controlled through a GUI in Python673

and of 500-kHz sampling frequency for their acquisitions.674

Python and MATLAB were used for the numerical treatment.675

Equations (63)–(65) summarized all the tests carried out676

Ba(goal) = B sin(2π fexct) (63)677

B = 1.8T (64)678

fexc = {0.2, 2, 20, 200} Hz. (65)679

P-ILC was used to set the current waveforms. Fig. 8 depicts680

the experimental results obtained on three decades of fre-681

quency and Ba equal to 1.8 T, i.e., the worst case analyzed a682

scenario in terms of nonlinear behavior.683

The 200-MHz current peak is unexpectedly high as com-684

pared with other frequencies. However, this difference could685

be caused simply by the nonlinearity of the magnetic material686

because of the larger difference in amplitude as evident from687

Table VIII. Table VII summarizes the accuracy of the exper-688

imental results by comparing them using sub-Section II-C689

criteria.690

Some experimental results (Fig. 8) do not reach the accuracy691

targeted by the international standards. On the one hand, these692

standards imposed tight specifications of the experimental693

conditions (geometry and measurements), far from the exper-694

imental setup depicted in Fig. 7. IEC 60404-3 [50] related to695

TABLE VIII

EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCES COMPARISON BASED ON THE
ACCURACY CRITERIA DEFINED IN SECTION II-C

Fig. 9. IEC 60404-3 single sheet tester illustration and yoke dimensions.

the single sheet tester imposed by instant to use a top and a 696

bottom yoke of large dimensions as displayed in Fig. 9. 697

On the other hand, the setup (Fig. 7) has been designed 698

based on usual MBN observation methods, like in a non- 699

destructive testing context where magnetization waveform 700

control is not required and never done (see [55], [56], [57], 701

[58], [59]). This setup delivers magnetic excitation signifi- 702

cantly less homogeneous compared with those of [50], and the 703

volume of the tested specimen is reduced. These limitations 704

result in a considerable increase in the magnetization control 705

complexity, justifying a lower accuracy in Table VIII results. 706

A phase delay was also noticed between I (t) and Ba(t). 707

This delay could be a source of divergence for some ILC algo- 708

rithms [like QNM, whose core assumption relies on the I (Ba) 709

bijectivity]. Finally, Fig. 10 shows, as examples, the 20-Hz, 710

1.8-T sinus flux density, Ba(Hsurf), and MBNenergy(Hsurf) 711

measured cycles. Differences can be observed between the 712

experimental MBNenergy(Hsurf) and the Ba(Hsurf) hysteresis 713

cycles. Those differences were expected and can be explained 714

as follows. 715

1) All magnetization contributions are involved in the 716

Ba(Hsurf) hysteresis cycles, mainly the domain wall 717

motions and the magnetization rotation. 718

2) For the MBNenergy(Hsurf) cycle, the contribution is lim- 719

ited to the domain wall motions. 720

It is worth noting the difference at saturation once the cycle is 721

closed. On the one hand, the MBNenergy(Hsurf) cycle reaches a 722

flat saturation. No more variation of the MBNenergy is observed, 723

reflecting the entire disappearance of the domain wall motions. 724

On the other hand, the Ba(Hsurf) still varies. The magnetization 725

rotation remains active and increases the magnetic flux density. 726

The differences are expected to be even more pronounced in 727
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Fig. 10. (a) Ba(Hsurf) experimental hysteresis cycle. (b) MBNenergy(Hsurf)
renormalized experimental hysteresis cycles.

the higher frequency range. When Ba(Hsurf) cycles reflect all728

STL contributions, the MBNenergy(Hsurf) ones are limited to729

the domain wall motion contributions excluding, notably, the730

classical loss contribution.731

VI. CONCLUSION732

Studying the magnetization mechanisms in magnetic cores733

is a genuine problem that has generated substantial research734

efforts. A fine study of the MBNenergy(Hsurf) hysteresis cycle735

excitation frequency dependency and its prediction through an736

STL-like theory is expected to bring insights into the physical737

behavior of the magnetization mechanisms.738

For this, the flux density has to be imposed sinusoidal from739

the quasi-static state up to approximately a few hundreds of740

hertz, depending on the nature of the tested specimen. Such741

control might be seen as a simple problem. Still, because of the742

strong linearities, the practical aspect happens to be especially743

complex, hence, the proliferation of the feedback algorithms744

in the literature (see [40], [42], [43] are good examples).745

In this study, the theoretical problem of Ba control on a746

classic setup (yoke and sample) has been established, and the747

ILC (the iterative version of the classic PID controller) has748

been explained. Different ILC settings exist, and a detailed749

review of these methods was done in the second section750

of this article providing valuable insights generalizable to751

every waveform control environment. For a proper choice,752

the experimental conditions and the final objective have to753

be perfectly defined from the very beginning.754

Then, six performance criteria have been proposed to iden- 755

tify the most adapted method in the specific context of the 756

MBNenergy(Hsurf) hysteresis cycle characterization, and numer- 757

ical tests were performed for a comparison purpose followed 758

by conclusions. 759

P-ILC gave the best performance and the highest satisfaction 760

rate. It was therefore chosen for experimental implementation. 761

Experimental tests were realized on a wide range of amplitude 762

and frequency. We noticed, as expected, a more significant 763

error for higher frequency (limitations of the practical setup 764

bandwidth) and amplitude (stronger nonlinear behavior of the 765

tested specimen). 766
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